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FORWARD 

USING GRAPHIC INDICATOR CLUSTERS TO ANALYZE A WRITING 

One of the first things I learned when beginning my study of graphology was that no 
trait stands alone. I did not begin to realize the significance of that phrase until I 
studied the Personal Worth Course with Eldene Whiting. Betty Link's book Advanced 
Graphology deepened my belief that using clusters of graphic indicators was the key to 
a more accurate analysis. 
This workbook contains work sheets and corresponding summary sheets using clusters 
of graphic indicators for seven areas of the personality and also for the signature. 
Using this method also helps organize your findings for greater ease in writing an 
accurate report when the analysis is completed. 

For your convenience, I have included a 2,.. set of the work sheets, summary sheets, and 
profile summary at the end of the monograph. Feel free to reproduce them for your 
use. 

7/2005 
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GRAPHIC INDICATOR CLUSTERS 

USING CLUSTERS OF GRAPHIC INDICATORS TO DETERMINE STRENGTHS AND 
WEAKNESSES IN PERSONALITY AS SEEN IN THE HANDWRITING 

This monograph contains worksheets to be used in analyzing the following areas of the 
writer's personality. 

• Self Image and Defenses 

• Intellect and Form Level 

• Emotional Makeup 

• Social Skills ·and Inhibitions 

• Drives and Controls 

• Integrity 

• Self Defeating Traits 

• Signature 

There are summary sheets for each category to assist in organizing and interpreting the 
results obtained from the worksheets. It also contains some tips for writing the report 
when the analysis is completed. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR HANDWRITING SAMPLE FOR ANALYSIS 

1. Write on unlined paper - typing paper or stationery. (Unless you always 
use lined paper. Then it is ok to use lined paper for this sample). 
Place writing paper on pad of paper or several sheets. 

2. Use your •favorite• pen. sit comfortably and write •naturally". 
Prepare sample when you are not too tired or emotionally upset. 

3. Write something original. DO NOT COPY. 
Suggestions for topics: 

your family 
your job/career 
your favorite vacation spot 
your leisure-time activities 
your hopes for the future 
what you hope to learn from this analysis 

4. If you print all or most of the time, please print for this analysis. 

5. Sign and date the sample. 

The following information relates to factors which may affect your writing. It would help in preparing a 
more accurate analysis if the analyst knows about these factors. 

6. Please indicate if you are right or left handed or ambidextrous. 

7. Note any handicap that might affect your writing. 

8. Any recent trauma or major illness? Are you on any medication that 
affects your motor control or central nervous system? 

9. Did you learn to write in a foreign language? If so, which one? At what 
age did you first learn to write in English? 

1 0. If you have something you wrote a couple weeks ago and another one from 3 to 6 
months ago, please include them with your current sample. 
Be sure to date samples if you know the dates they were written. 

11. Your age is optional information but is helpful in assessing certain traits. 

1 2. What kind of pen did you use to write this sample? Ballpoint - fine, 
medium, or wide? Felt tip? Etc. 

13. How often do you write? Daily? Once or twice a week? Rarely, except to 
sign your name? 
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GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT ANALYZING A PAGE OF WRITING 

A graphic indicator (letter form or stroke value) 

Found ONCE on a page of writing -
Accidental use of the form. 

Found 2 or 3 times 
TENDENCY to use that form -
Minor influence of this tendency on personality. 

Found 5 or more times on page -
HABIT regularly used by writer -
Strong influence on personality. 

Found consistently - each time there is opportunity for form -
TRAIT ingrained in personality. 

STEPS IN PREPARING A HANDWRITING ANALYSIS 

1. Case history - need to know as much about writer as possible 
2. Analysis - evaluation and measurement of indicators 
3. Interpretation - giving meaning to various measurements 
4. Synthesis - putting it all together - noting extremes, effect 

of one trait on other traits in the personality, etc. 
S. Preparation of Report 

++++DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING WORK SHEETS++++ 

Scoring includes consideration of form and frequency. Range S-0 

S - very strong - both form and frequency 
4 - strong - more than average but not as strong as possible 
3 - average - both in form and frequency, or strong form but infrequent use 
2 - weak - either in form or frequency or both 
1 - very weak - limited use of form 
0 - not present at all 

Put a check mark for a given indicator present in the writing sample being examined. You are looking 
at both form and frequency. If it helps, you could use 2 or 3 check marks if a particular indicator was 
strong and frequent. If 6 of 8 possible indicittors are present for example. that section would merit .i 4 • 
or 5 score, depending on strength and frequency of indicators. Good judgment and practice will speed 
the process as you become familiar with the indicators for a given trait. Some indicators are repeated 
in different traits of a given section if they apply. There is a sample scored sheet later in this 
document. Transfer numbers from wortcsheets to corresponding summary sheets and to profile 
summary sheet. 
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THE FOLLOWING ABBREVIATIONS ARE USED THROUGHOUT THE WORKSHEETS 

CB - copy book 
LM - left margin 
RM - right margin 

HFL - high form level 
AFL - average for level 
LFL - low form level 

UZ - upper zone 
MZ - middle zone 
LZ - lower zone 

UZH- upper zone height 
MZH - middle zone height 
LZL - lower zone length 

UZW - upper zone width 
MZW - middle zone width 
LZW - lower zone width 

UZE - upper zone elaboration 
MZE - middle zone elaboration 
LZE - lower zone elaboration 

UZD - upper zone dynamics 
MZD - middle zone dynamics 
LZD - lower zone dynamics 

HE - horizontal expansion 

PPI - personal pronoun I 

.. 

• 
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___ PPI 

WORK SHEET FOR SELF IMAGE 

__ size 
__ pressure 
__ style (I or stick or copybook form) 
__ formation "healthy" 

l 

___ MZH (mid zone height) 
__ size 
__ regularity, evenness 
__ no "jump up's,• few 1st and/or last letter emphasis 

___ Ml.W (mid zone width - avg is equal or slightly less than MZH) 
__ size (score should include frequency. A width less than height lowers score) 

ovals full 

___ UZD (upper zone dynamics) 
__ t bars (long and strong and sweep rightward) 
_ i dots Oonger than CB and rightward, includes pressure) 
__ UZ approaches to caps flourished rightward 
__ unusual UZ connections 
__ pressure in UZ 

__ Capitals 
__ size 
__ caps pleasingly original 

__ Signature 
__ consistent with body of writing 
__ legible 
__ balanced caps in first and last names 
_size 
__ pressure 

___ Rhythm 
__ balanced zones 
_ cadence of strokes, (even size, pressure, and spacing) 
__ baseline flexible (but not erratic) 
_ free and spontaneous movement 
__ consistent slant (strong left slant lowers score) 

__ Specific letters 
_ lower case t's - stem retraced 
_ t bar height and pressure 
__ lower case d's - stem retraced 

_ "healthy" lower case o's 
_·healthy" lower case a's 
_ height of lower case d's and t's 

• 
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WORK SHEET FOR SELF IMAGE - SAMPLE SCORING 

3_ PPI 

'XXsize 
x...(pressure . r .. -J" (/-.. . . 

style O or stick or form) 
-:::: formation "healthy• 

_3_ MZH (mid zone height) 
/Ul size 

::::. regularity, evenness 
::: no "jump up's,· few 1st and/or last letter emphasis 

_J_ MZ.W (mid zone width - avg is equal or slightly less than MZH) 
XX. size (score should include frequency. A width less than height lowers score) 

full 

± UZD (upper zone dynamics) ( S 4 5' -
x2t t bars (long and strong and sweep rightward) 
XK i dots (longer than CB and rightward, includes pressure) 

UZ approaches to caps flourished rightward 
t._ unusual UZ connections 
)(. pressure in UZ 

.±Capitals 
X4 size ? 

){. caps pleaSingly original 

.3_ Signature 
with body of writing 

XlS legible 
)(.. balanced caps in first and last names 
A. size 
A pressure 

_L Rhythm 
=. balanced zones 
..:: cadence of strokes, (even size, pressure, and spacing) 
)(. baseline flexible (but not erratic) 11 

:::: free and spontaneous movement · f 11 

2'.. consistent slant (strong left slant lowers score) 

_ Specific letters 
X lower case t's - stem retraced 

XX t bar height and pressure 
case d's - stem retraced 

_ "heafthy9 lower case o's 
_"healthy'" lower case a's 

XX height of lower case d's and t's ...... 

• 
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WORK SHEET FOR DEFENSES 

___ arcades 
__ arch form within letters (m's, n's, very round ovals) 
_ between lette-rs 
_initial and/or final arcades 
_ UZ and/or LZ arcade forms 
_ •marshmallow" letters, especially r and s 

___ angles 
__ at baseline between letters 
_ at baseline within letters 
__ UZ angles 
__ LZ angles 
__ t crossings, i dots 
__ stubborn t's, (tented) 

___ hooks (note zone for interpretation) 
__ initial hooks 
_ hooks on final strokes 
__ hooks within letters, especially ovals 
__ on t bars, i dots, punctuation 

_ retracings (note - CB has a score of 4) 
__ m's, n's, h's, k's (lower case cursive) 
_ d's and t's (lower case cursive) 
__ UZ loops 
_ LZ loops 
__ ovals retraced 
__ cover strokes on round letters, especially on initial stroke 

_ CB conformity (Scoring: check those that conform to CB. If 5 
or 6 checks = score of 5, 4 = 4 , 3 = 3, 2 = 2, 1 = 1, O = 0) 

_ size ( mz = 2 1 /2 to 3 mm) 
__ zonal balance (2: 1 :2) 
_ letter forms (look also for CB caps and garland connectives) 
__ pressure (CB = 3) 
_ slant (CB = moderate right slant) 
__ PPI (CB is basic formation) 

Note: If sample is printed, need good manuscript form for high CB conformity score. 

• 
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SUMMARY SHEET FOR SELF IMAGE AND DEFENSES . 
__ SELF IMAGE (Conscious) (Self esteem. self concept, self worth) A combination of self concept 

and self display. That is, feelings about yourself plus the image you project to the world. 

_ PPI - Your reputation with yourself. A measure of how big an arena writer needs for ego 
functioning. Worth writer attaches to private ego. 

_ MZH - A measure of ego presence in day to day 

__ MZW - Courage to go after what the ego needs or wants. 

_ UZD - The energy and force with which the ego displays itself in public. 

__ CapitaJs - Showmanship. Ego expression toward rest of the world. How the ego views itself 
in its environment. 

_ Signature - The sociaJ persona. public self image. How the writer wants others to view him/ 
her or how the writer perceives others view him. 

_ Rhythm - The ease and balance of mind. ego, and behavior in interactions with others and 
surroundings. The physical, emotional and intellectual coordination and harmonious 
functioning. Necessary for a healthy functioning of the self in private and in public. 

_ Specific letters - Lower case t's - concern and sensitivity about wortc and actions. 
Lower case d's - concern and sensitivity about self and personal appearance. 
Height oft and d stem - self pride. Height oft bar - ambition vs self undervaluing. 
Lower case •o• represents internal aspects of self - •a• external appearance of self 
image. 

_DEFENSES (subconscious) Methods of thought and action used to protect the ego. A measure 
of training and control the writer has been programmed to accept from infancy. Influence 
of •critical parent9 still operating in psyche. 

_ Arcades - Uses careful thought and proper behavior to escape criticism and protect self. 
Cautious, emotionally protective, aloof. 

_ Angles - Analytical. If excessive, leads to critical, hostile, defensive attacks before being 
attacked. If at baseline, directs attention away from self. Note overall harmony fur 
correct interpretation. 

_Hooks -Tenacity (hoarding) and/cw grasping (avarice). Clinging to past hurts cw nagging 
concern over what others think. Anxiety and impatience. Defends self against 
failure and humiliation. Craves security, fear of change. 

_ Retracings - Secrecy, repression, fear of the new. Concealment of thought (UZ), 
emotion (MZ), action (LZ). Tense, uptight, close minded, rigid. 

_CB conformity - Measures how much the writer still clings to convention. 
Lack of maturity. Fear to express self or depart from learned •shoulds." 
Protects the ego bv not rocking the boat, not stepping out of line. 
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WORK SHEET FOR INTELLECT 
I 

Intelligence, mental skills, thought processes 

___ Streamlined thinking, quick learner 
__ simplified (few lead in's, lack of elaboration) 
_ (legible) 
__ sharp m/n structures (needle like) 
__ thread (legible) 
__ intuitive breaks 

___ Logical, reasoning ability 
_ printing, legible (don't include in average if all cursive) 
_arcade structures 
__ good spacing (especially between words and lines) 
_ connected writing 
__ vertical writing 

___ Analytical 
__ angles (especially at base line) 
_ alignment (margins, baseline, spacing) 
_ regularity, consistency (slant, letter form, rhythm) 
__ simplification 
__ wide line space 
__ sharp writing (not muddy) 

___ Originality /Creativity 
__ good loops _ simplification 

_arcade _ UZ elaboration (incl UZ height) 
__ original formations __ independent t & d stems ( < CB) 
__ fluency, interzonal (good rhythm) 

__ Common Sense/Sound Judgment 
_ simplification 
_ baseline steadiness 
__ balanced zones 

__ Awareness 
_ average to large writing 
_ right slant 
__ intuitive breaks 

__ Organization 
_ balanced zones, esp rs 
_alignment 

_ slant - vertical to mod right 
_ low to average pastosity 
_ connected writing 

_firm pressure 
_ thread writing 
__ average to tall UZ 

_ consistent pressure 
_ wide line space, > CB 

__ consistent slant __ simplification 

• 
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SUMMARY SHEET FOR INTELLECT 

__ Intellect, intelfigence, mental skills, thought processes. Measures the writers use of native 
intelligence to solve daily problems. (i.e. creatively, logically, intuitively etc.) Ability to learn, to 
problem solve, to process information. 

__ Streamlined thinking - efficient use of intellect. "Cuts to the chase.8 Directness, 
eliminates non-essentials, able to function without frills, quick perception. Can be 
quite matter of fact. 

__ Logical, reasoning ability - able to build one fact on another to arrive at conclusions, 
which are often original. (Specific to general) Careful, cumulative, methodical 
thinking. The opposite of analytical (deductive) thinking. Comprehensive thinker is one 
who likes to mull things over. 

_ Analytical - ability to sift and evaluate information. (General to specific) Sees 
beyond the obvious. Critical thinkers who ask many questions - who, what, where, etc. 

_Original/ Creative - (note form level for interpretation of score). Ability to utilize 
information and original ideas in developing unique solutions to life situations. May 
hold non-conforming view points. Individualistic, unconventional. 

___ Common sense/ Sound judgment - writer bases opinions and actions on good judgment 
and intelligence rather than on emotions. Can assess information with objectivity. 

_ Awareness - level of ability to comprehend the broad picture. Measure of ability to 
focus. (Low score - detail oriented) Intuitive sense of surroundings. Comprehensive 
view of life and its challenges vs rrrvopic view. 

_ Organization - measure of writer's ability to organize thoughts. Ability to plan, use 
resources and carry through with action. More mental organization than neatness. 

9 
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SCORING AND INTERPRETATION FOR FORM LEVEL 
Also called style value and harmony 

Looking at ARRANGEMENT 
margins 
spacing 

FORM 
original style 
legibility 
zonal balance 

MOVEMENT 
baseline 
spontaneity /flexibility 

Note: Extremes and exaggerations detract from form level. 

After looking at the features of the writing described above, decide whether the writing has: 
high form level (HFL) overall arrangement, form and movement are pleasing to the eye 
average form level (AFL) "ok· in the three features - average appearance 
low form level (LFL) poor quality to at least 2 of 3 features - displeasing 

"Form level - a quality of writing pattern as judged from the overall appearance. It usually involves 
organization, color, simplicity of form, rhythm, originality and dynamic forward movement.• Whiting 

Saudek includes - spontaneity, natural rhythm, spacing and degree of originality. 

Mendel - rhythm, symmetry, creativeness, speed, and legibility. 

INTERPRETATION Form level is a measure of integration of intellect in one's social environment. 

HFL - Writer has a broad scope of interests and activities. Seldom allows negative attitudes to block 
his/her progress. Tends to create own adventure. Usually cheerful, optimistic, and positive. There is 
balance and integration in one's life. Operates with social ease. Dependable and consistent. Has 
emotional health and energy. Writer's fife is working for her. Inner harmony. Able to keep things in 
proportion in personal and professional life. Able to keep on course. 

AFL - Writer tends to be more conventional and conservative. Routine, ordinary life style. May or may 
not use intellect well in social situations. Depends on motivation at particular time. 

LFL - Lifestyle probably dull, monotonous, and maybe even negative. Fears, anxieties, and negative 
reactions to circumstances prevent writer from enjoying life. 

10 



WORK SHEET FOR EMOTIONAL MAKEUP 

___ EMOTIONAL MAKEUP, EMOTIONAL MATURITY 

__ Responsiveness, Emotional Release 
_ right slant - especially middle zone 
_ right trend (margins, t bars & i dots, initials & finals, loops) 
__ speed 
_ moderate wide word space and letters 
__ average to large middle zone 
__ lower zone loops cross at base line 

__ avg to heavy pressure 
_ original letter forms 

__ Spontaneity 
__ thread writing 
_speed 
_ good self image score 
__ right mz downslant 

_Warmth, Empathy 
__ garlands and/or thread 
__ right trend 
__ MZ - small to moderate 

_ Self Control, Reliability 
__ HFL 
_ consistency 
__ organization 
_ proportionate middle and LZ 

__ Self Knowledge 
__ good spacing 
_ simplicity 
_ spontaneous movement 

__ Independence 
__ vertical slant 
_ simplicity 
__ left margin avg to wide 
__ small to avg middle zone 

_ Relaxation, Flexibility 
_rhythm 
_ thread (legible) 
__ balanced tension 
__ flexible connections 

__ right trend 
_ little or no repression (retraced MZ) 
_ intuitive breaks 

__ right mz downslant 
_ pastosity (neither extreme) 
__ full letter forms (vs linear) 

_angles, arcades 
_ legibility 
__ good alignment 
_ consistent MZ slant - neither extreme 

__ HFL 
_ few retracings 

__ PPI normal size & shape 
_ few retracings 
_good spacing 

__ good baseline 
_ few angles or blunt endings 
__ few retracings 

11 



SUMMARY SHEET FOR EMOTIONAL MAKEUP 

__ Emotional makeup. emotional maturity - measures the ability to cope with daily interactions 
without losing one's equilibrium. The satisfactory handling of inner impulses and natural 
feelings, and their acceptable expression in daily life. 

Responsiveness. emotional release - measure of freedom of expression. Reaction to 
emotional stimuli in social affairs and relationships. Degree to which writer is a good 
mixer, is comfortable in social situations. 

_ Spontaneity - degree of quick, intuitive response to stimuli. Not '"calculated" responses. 

__ Warmth, empathy - projecting a positive interest toward others. Ability to experience 
emotionally another's viewpoint. 

_Self control. reliability - conscious control of emotional actions. Consistent '"measured" 
emotional responses. 

__ Self knowledge - recognition and acceptance of one's assets and liabilities. 

_ Independence - ability to solve one's own emotional problems. Reliance on self rather than 
on others for validation. 

_ Relaxation, flexibility - ability to control the ebb and flow of tensions in one's life. Neither 
too up tight nor too lackadaisical. Maintains a healthy tension in life's difficult situations. 

For comparison purposes - Emotional maturity components from Klein and Link. 

Felix Klein Betty Link 

self discipline flexibility 
self confidence inner self-assurance 
self control integrity 
self respect resilience 
self starter self control 
self knowledge self esteem 
emotional dependability stability 
emotional release 

12 
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WORK SHEET FOR SOCIAL SKILLS 

___ Social Skills - social awareness 

_ Right trend · 
__ right slant 
_avg to wide left margin 
__ narrow right margin 
__ t bars and i dots to right of stem 
__ short or no lead ins 
_ finals longer than CB (and rightward) 
__ loops that bulge right 

__ Garlands 

_Thread formations 
__ thinning or "feathering" of the stroke itself 
_ diminishing letters at end or word 
__ sinuous stroke ("snake-like" in form) 
_ break down in letter formation 
_•running• thread (•runs" along baseline-> very little height to MZ) 
-- "slurred" letter forms - fluid g's and rs 

_ Connectedness 
_ most letters within words connected 
_ caps connected to rest of word 
__ t bars or i dots connected to next letter 
_ words connected or touching 

__ Flexibility (score from emotional makeup) 

_Finals 
__ CB finals - in length and form (slightly longer is ok, but not shorter) 

13 



WORK SHEET FOR INHIBITIONS . 
___ Inhibitions 

_Left trend 
__ narrow left margin (don't count if all margins are narrow) 
_wide right margin 
__ left slant (up and/or down) 
_ finals that pull leftward 
__ PP1 slanted left (more than the rest of the writing) 
_ letters tied or finished to the left 
_leftward movement within letters - counter to CB 
_ extra long lead ins 
__ retraced or very narrow ovals and loops 
_ short or no finals 
_ t bars and/or i dots to the left of the stem 

_Tension 
__ narrow or retraced ovals 
_ tight ties on MZ and UZ letters 
_ crowded letters (little space between them) 
_ narrow space between words 
__ narrow space between lines 
_ many angles 
_very heavy pressure or extremely light pressure 
__ very small writing 

_Rigidity 
_ braced wedges (stubborn t's esp) 
_arcade with retracing of down stroke (in m's and n's esp) 
__ vertical writing with •brittle• look 
_ many angles 
__ inflexible endings 
__ heavy pressure 

_Finals 
_•chopped off' abruptly, "truncated" 
_ final down stroke rigid 
_ finals that end leftward 

" 
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SUMMARY SHEET FOR SOCIAL SKILLS AND INHIBITIONS 

__ SOCIAL SKILLS - social awareness. These tell us how the writer relates to society at large and 
individuals in particular. A ·measure of one's ability to reach out to others in genuineness and 
acceptance. 

_ Right Trend - the most direct measure of extraversion. Movement from self to others and 
the future. Tells of interest in new ventures, willingness to meet life head on. Also whether 
s/he depends on others for emotional support. 

_Garlands - degree of empathy for others and openness and willingness to receive in 
relationships. Measure of compliance. Peace lovers, sometimes at any price. May be 
gullible. Accommodating. 

_Thread Formations - a measure of tact and diplomacy or evasion and duplicity. Form level 
important in interpretation. Intuitive approach to life. Quick grasp of situations. 
Negotiator; opportunist. Difficulty with commitment - likes to keep options open. 

_Connectedness - relatedness, associative ability. Adaptive capacity. Ability to connect 
experiences purposefully and to discern relationships on a common sense basis. Logical 
thinking. Realistic and practical. May be literal, factual. (Like to work puzzles.) 

_Flexibility - resilience, ability to blend thinking, feeling and action. Spontaneity. May be 
manipulative and devious (LFL). 

_ Finals CB - willingness to meet others. Gracious and accepting of others. Open to new ideas 
and situations and relationships. 

_ INHIBITIONS - measure of self imposed restraints. Inclination toward self involvement and social 
isolation. Measure of introversion. 

_ Left Trend - most direct measure of introversion. Degree of orientation to the past. Self 
concern. Measure of influence from past experiences still operating in personality. Often 
inhibits self expression. Resistant to change. 

_ Tension - writer is anxious, controlled, has uptight emotional pattern. Poor release. MoR 
emphasis on control than relaxation. Quick and usually impatient. Low score - ineffectual 
and low productivity. 

_ Rigidity - resistance to new ideas, people and situations. Stubborn and inflexible. Usualtv 
prejudiced. Formal and overcontrolled. May be unforgiving. 

_ Finals abrupt- reluctance to meet others with any degree of accommodation. 

15 
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WORK SHEET FOR DRIVES/VITALITY 

___ DRIVES /VITALITY 

__ Speed 
__ natural, spontaneous 
_ right slant 
__ avg to lg MZ (neither extreme) 
_garland and/or thread 
__ few lead ins 

_ Horizontal Expansion 
__ wide space between letters 
_ wide space between words 
__ average space between letters 
_average space between words 
__ MZW at least average 

__ Right Slant 

_ avg to wide letter & word space 
_ avg to wide LM 
__ narrow RM 
_ long t bars 
__ i dots dashed or hooked & rt of stem 

__ last down stroke of m's & n's moderate right slant 
_ last down stroke of m's & n's strong right slant 
__ overall writing has a right slant appearance (avg to strong) 

__ Wide Left Margin (proportion important) (also note RM, don't count if both wider than 
average.) 

_ average LM (approximately 1 • on 8 1 /2 X 11 paper) 
__ wide LM (> 1 •) 
_.:. increasing LM 

_Pressure 
__ some embossing 
__ average embossing 

__ Pastosity 
__ flooded ovals & loops 
_ heavy down strokes 
__ blurred or fuzzy ductus 

_ Lower Zone Length 
_at least 2x MZH 
__ more than 2x MZH 

_ Lower Zone Elaboration/ Fullness 
_ average fullness 
__ greater than average fullness 

_ heavy embossing 
__ shading Oight up, heavy down strokes) 

__ ink "blobs" 
_ cross outs, patches 
_ heavy shading 

__ bizarre elaborations 
_ heavy pressure in LZ 

• 
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SUMMARY SHEET FOR DRIVES/VITALITY 

__ DRIVES/VITALITY-" Reflects writer's instinctual drives that motivate responses. Measure of 
unconscious biological needs and drives which act as motivators for behavior. Tells us how 
much energy, zest for life and health is available to writer. 

_Speed - Writer's personal tempo. Pace at which writer acts, reacts and adapts to people 
and new situations. Measure of impatience and irritability. 

__ Horizontal Expansion - Writer's demand for personal elbow room, freedom of thought and 
freedom from supervision. With wide HE, writer operates best at his own speed. 

_Right Slant - Measure of writer's emotional response to others and to life's situations. 

__ Pressure - Measure of vital energy, physical drive and sexual intensity. One measure of 
competitiveness. 

_ Pastosity - Writer's susceptibility to influences of the senses. Earthy, love of beauty. In 
lfl, sexually demanding, may be violent, crude. Form level important here. Also degree 
of pastosity. 

_lower Zone Length - Measures the importance to the writer of material/physical/sexual 
needs as a driving force in the writer's personality. 

__ Lower Zone Elaboration/Fullness - In HFl writing this factor enhances imagination and 
creativity. May be flamboyant, eccentric, full of bluff. Sexual, material, physical aspects of 
life may dominate thoughts and actions. 

17 



WORK SHEET FOR CONTROLS 

___ CONTROLS 

_ Sharpness (hefps if know pen type used) 
__ few or no fuzzy/corrugated strokes 
_ few or no blotches, blobs, cross outs 
__ few or no flooded ovals 
_ sharp down strokes - in "focus" 

__ Word Space 
__ consistent CB space between words(= MZH) 
__ consistent spacing wider than CB 
__ "rivers" or "sand bars" 

__ Alignment 
__ good baseline 
_ good margins - proportionate 
__ consistent line spacing 
__ little or no tangling of UZ and U 
__ good rhythm 

__ Consistency 
__ consistent slant 
_ equal pressure in all 3 zones 
__ consistent spacing (note alignment score) 
__ repetition of unusual letter forms 

__ Organization (Measuring predominatefy the use of the writing space). 
__ balanced zones, esp rs 
_alignment 
__ consistent slant 

__ Will Power /Perseverance 
__ strong t bars 
_angles 
__ average to strong pressure 
_ "steady" baseline 
__ connectedness 

_ consistent pressure 
_ wide line space > CB 
__ simplification 

_ straight U down strokes (at least CB length) 

18 



SUMMARY SHEET FOR CONTROLS 
' 

__ CONTROLS A pivotal part of the personality, along with intellect and form level. Both tell the 
analyst how the writer c·hecks (controls) the drives and conflicts in his life. A measure of will 
power, self control, self denial, discipline and endurance. 

_ Sharpness - Measures ability to make discriminating judgments. Decisiveness. With high 
score, writer has strong likes and dislikes, intolerant and dogmatic. 

_ Word Space - Orderliness, control of social distance. Good perspective of situations. 
Measure of mental, physical, and emotional need for space. (Check HE score). Well 
balanced, writer is socially mature. Too crowded - impulses dominate intellect. 

_ Alignment - Measure of directedness, goal setting ability and sense of purpose. Also 
ability to fit into one's environment. Dependability. If too perfect, over controlled. Poor 
alignment - a sign of an unstable, unreliable personality. 

__ Consistency - Measure of reliability and predictability of response. Emotional and 
intellectual coordination. Stable. Usually an achiever. 

_ Organization - Measure of writer's ability to organize thoughts. Ability to plan, use 
resources and carry through with action. More mental organization than neatness. 

_ Will Power /Perseverance - Measure of writer's ability to stay the course once he has 
embarked on a project. Tells analyst about the determination the writer will exert in 
applying drive and energy to carrying out goals. 

• 
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WORK SHEET FOR SCORING DISHONESTY (ala Saudek) 
' 

NOTE: Slow writing plus three other features must be present in writing to justify diagnosis of 
dishonesty. 

_ 1 . Slow writing - With normal writing instruments and materials. Writer has graphic 
maturity. No acute or chronic impediments are operative. 

__ 2. Unnatural impression - Extreme CB, or left slant, or very stylistic, or excessive arcades, 
producing a lifeless impression. 

__ 3. General instability of writing - Loose, decomposing, spineless structure -without pressure, 
firmness or physiognomy. Includes thready formations, thread-like connections, and wavy 
lines. 

___ 4. Numerous touch-ups - Without improved legibility or an increase in "originality" to letter 
form. 

5. Letters that look like other letters - Letter v written as u, a as o, d as a, etc. 

6. Blobbed or punctuated writing - Numerous •resting points; superfluous punctuations. 
Show that the act of writing was interrupted by reasons of doubt. 

__ 7. Frequent pen lifts - Individual words are written with three, four, or more separate strokes 
of the pen, instead of two at the most. 

__ 8. Important parts of letters are omitted - Important only if occurs with slow writing. In fast 
writing, probably only carelessness, haste, or superficiality. 

9. Marked initial emphasis - May signify only aestheticism, vanity, and pomposity. Only in 
conjunction with other aggravating details can it signify an unprincipled braggart. 

1 0. The letters, o, a, d, g, q, are open at the base 

Conclusion: 
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WORK SHEET FOR SCORING HONESTY AND DISHONESTY 
' 

__ Even baseline ___ Uneven baseline 

___ Firm pressure/sharp __ Light/varied pressure or corrugated 

___ Right tendencies ___ Left tendencies 

___ Legibility ___ Illegibility 

___ Free movement/spontaneous ___ Cramped, retraced, slow writing 

___ Short initial strokes/simplicity __ Initial hooks, claws, other elaborations 

___ Even MZ height ___ Uneven MZ height, jump-up letters 

___ "Healthy-9 PPI _ Extremes in PPI (size, form) 

___ Consistency /regularity ___ Inconsistency (rhythm, slant, etc) 

___ Ovals clear __ Ovals embellished Oooped, stabbed, etc) 

___ Ovals closed at bottom ___ Ovals open at bottom 

___ No felon claw forms ___ Felon claw forms 

___ No fractured letters ___ Fractured letters 

___ No letters that look like other letters _ Letters that look like other letters 

___ Few arcades ___ Predominance of arcades 

___ Few touch ups __ Many corrections and touch ups 

___ No parts of letters/words missing ___ Parts of letters/words missing 

___ No rolled or coiled strokes ___ Rolled or coiled strokes 

___ Clean, sharp writing __ Blobs and/or inappropriate punctuations 

___ Signature similar to text __ Signature illegible and/or different from text 
• 

___ Natural impression __ Unnatural impression - highly stylized, extreme CB 

Total Honest __ Total Dishonest ___ _ 

Conclusion: 
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WORK SHEET FOR SELF DEFEATING TRAITS 

Covers those traits that do not usually serve our best interest. May be negative or positive, depending 
on how they are expressed in the personality. Could be considered a measure of immaturity. 

___ Self Defeating Traits 

_Temper - Tendency to get angry easily. (Cares enough to get angry about something) 
_heavy pressure 
_ i dots dashed or hooked 

__ numerous angles 
_ poor rhythm 

__ tics (short, stiff strokes that start above baseline in MZ or UZ) 
__ t bars to right of stem (esp if not touching the stem) 

__ Stubborn - Unreasonable resistance to new ideas. (Ability to stand firm under pressure) 
__ braced letters (esp t) _ retraced loops in MZ and UZ 
_ heavy pressure 
_rigidity 
__ narrow letter space 

_ numerous angles 
_ slow writing 

_ Critical - Derogatory analysis of actions and ideas of others. (Ability to analyze). 
__ numerous angles __ hooks 
_ thin, sharp ductus _ wide line space 
__ pointed strokes (at end oft bars and other finals) 

_ Aggressive - Desire to stir up trouble. Pushy. (Assertive) 
_heavy pressure 
_ strong right slant 
__ angles in break-away strokes 

__ clubbed strokes 
_ narrow right margin (with avg LM) 

_final stroke rigid and / or ends below baseline 

__ Self Centered - Concern for one's own interest without regard for others (Self protective) 
_ fullness (esp d's and t's) _ enrolled, coiled forms 
_ left trend (esp left slant) 
_no margins 

__ Self Pity - Feeling sorry for oneself. 
__ large middle zone 
_looped d's and t's 

_ short terminals < MZH 
_ back to self strokes 

__ left trend 
_fullness 

__ Defensive - Quick to make excuses for one's actions. (Cautious) 
_ arcaded writing _ left slant 
_ stiff, extended finals _ highly connected writing 
__ contaminated ovals 
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WORK SHEET FOR SELF DEFEATING TRAITS - CONTINUED 

_ Possessive - Dominates the time and energy of others. (Careful with one's time and 
possessions) 
_ retracings 
__ hooks (esp on finals) 
__ t bars slant down 

_ short, •chopped• finals 
__ greater than average tension 
__ knotted loops in letter •s" 

__ Apathetic - Lack of interest in others and events. (Poor physical health may account for 
apparent apathy) 
_light pressure 
__ left trend 

_ arcaded writing 
__ slow writing 

__ low tension (loose, unraveled writing) 

_ Indecisive - Inability or unwillingness to make decisions. Wishy-washy. (Cautious) 
_ fluctuation (variable slant, variable MZ size, variable spacing) 
_ generally poor rhythm 
__ little upper zone dynamic 
__ feathered finals - esp. in slow writing 

__ Domineering - Bossy. Difficulty with taking direction from others. (Willingness to take 
responsibility for actions) 
_ t bars that slant down 
__ very long t bars 
__ many arcades 
__ narrow or retraced e's 

_ heavy pressure 
__ large capital letters 
_ numerous angles 

• 
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WORK SHEET FOR ANALYZING SIGNATURES 

INDICATOR NOTES 

Legible. "logo• type 

Congruent with text ... 

Form level 

Zonal emphasis 

Linear (lean) or round (full) 

Slant 

Speed 

Size. overall. mz compared to caps 

Garland. arcade. thread. angle 

Endings - final strokes 

Compressed. expanded or normal spacing 

First name. family name balanced 

Simple or elaborate 

Pressure 

Underscored 

Page placement 

Use of initials • 

Any other observations 
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INTERPRETATIONS FOR SIGNATURES . 
(refer to work sheet) 

Note: A psychological principle that applies to handwriting interpretation is that any time a writer 
overdoes a feature, it is to compensate for the opposite or for a lack. 

LEGIBILITY Note: Legibility only means a desire to communicate if written to be read by someone 
else. If written in a hurry and illegible - means writer was in a hurry and that's all. 

Legible signature belongs to writer who is upright and seeks clear communication with others. 
Does not think it necessary to conceal certain things about self. 
Considerate of others. Cooperative. 
Good capacity for purposeful work. 
Most likely - will be punctual and orderly. 
If CB style - conventional, lacks original approach, behaves according to customary rules. 

A clearly written signature without any additions or flourishes requires a certain moral courage; 
it shows the real personality without any embellishment or cover up. 

Illegible text loses its value as communication - but not so the signanwe. It is significant even when 
illegible - it becomes a conventional sign which represents an authentic signature. 

When corrected causing illegibility - trying to cover up character deficiencies which are painful for the 
writer to admit. OR could be calculating, trying to create a more favorable impression. 

Illegibility in slow writing is more serious than in fast writing and warrants di&rmt intet'pl'dation. 
Usually quite negative. 

When signature loses its letter formation and becomes a monogram or symbol (cipher) representing 
the owner of the signature, it becomes a packet of emphasis. The overriding forces in the character of 
the creator is discemable with practice. Use arrangement. form, and mowment to determine 
interpretation. 

Total illegibility of both signature and text is caused bv extreme unhappiness and almost always comes 
from a dysfunctional individual. 

CONGRUENT WITH TEXT Generally. looking ar size, style, slant. pressuR. spacing. speed. 
If the text and signature are essentially the same in these features, the writer demonstrates an 
integrated personality. Same in public as in private. There is harmony between the writer's social 
attitudes and private reality. 
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If text and signature are different in one or more aspects (several authors suggest that this is the case 
more often than not!), the interpretation depends on whether you believe the signature represents the 
writer's inner feelings about his own value and the text his attitude toward his environment, the world 
and his social behavior or vice versa. 

Signature smaller than text Cbut same style): insecurity, weak self confidence, unsatisfactory attitudes 
at home, humbleness, timidity. Bernard & Nezos et al. 
Hypocritical modesty, wants to appear more shy and reserved .in public than at home. McNichol and 
Solomon et al. 

Signature slants more to the riQht than text: writer more at ease in intimate circles, can communicate 
and express feel.ings more easily. OR writer very warm and responsive in public, slaps you on the back 
etc., colder and more reserved at home. 

FORM LEVEL (pleasing arrangement, form and movement) a measure of integration of intellect in one's 
social environment. 
High form level (HFL) gives positive interpretation to other traits seen in signature. 
Low form level (LFL) a more negative interpretation. 

DEFORMED SIGNATURE Writer suffered trauma exceeding inner resources. Whole belief system 
shattered and no longer providing support for daily living; impairment of functioning rather than 
growth is taking place. 

ZONAL EMPHASIS identifies the area of life where the majority of the writer's interests are centered 
and from which the ego needs are filled. (Remember, emphasis can be by length, width, pressure 
or elaboration.) 

LINEAR CLEAN) OR ROUND <FUW linear /lean - theoretical thinking, rationality, critical sense, clarity of 
concepts, intellectual soberness, emotional control. 
Round (full) emotional, imaginative, open, receptive, inclination to cheerfulness, social nature. 

SLANT Obvious interpretation for slant. 

SPEED Important to know background of writer and circumstances of writing - busy executive, etc. 

SIZE. OVERALL. AND MZ COMPARED TO CAPS NOTE: Some authors say the size of the signature is of 
exceptional relevance because the signature tends to reveal better than the text, the person's true self 
esteem. Need also to consider the space available, the rest of the text, and the other adjacent 
signatures, when evaluating the size of the signature. 

In general - a large signatull belongs to those who enjov the showman part of life: who haw a healthy 
ego. 

A small signature belongs to one who prefers to be left to do his job in privacy or has no need to call 
attention to self. 
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When mz is quite small with large caps, confidence is only skin deep - may result in bluster or 
boasting. ' 

Growing caps - ambition, envy of and desire for greatness. 
Diminishing caps- pride in intellectual achievements and/or condescending, diplomatic. 

GARLAND. ARCADE. THREAD. ANGLE note combination of connectives for more complete 
interpretation. 

ENDINGS - FINAL STROKES feathered, rigid, zone in which stroke ends, right trend, left trend, garland, 
thread, etc., for appropriate interpretation. 

COMPRESSED. EXPANDED. OR NORMAL SPACING BETWEEN LETTERS Note anv space constraints for 
appropriate interpretation. Usual interpretation for compressed or expanded letter spacing. 
Also - if writer fills a long line with a short name (with extended final for instance), wants to appear 
more impressive than s/he thinks s/he is. If signature engulfs all available space and even invades 
other script, writer shows irritation at being enclosed or curbed by restrictions. 

FIRST NAME. FAMILY NAME BALANCED An important indicator of writer's feelings about self in 
relationship to family. Imbalance is shown by any of the following: 

a downward or upward pull in part of the signature 
contraction of some of the letters 
different slant in given vs. family name 
different size, esp. in caps 
different pressure, speed. style. etc .• 
mistakes and/or corrections in one of the names 

Imbalance is caused by emotional connections with the part of the name that is different and is 
interpreted as family conflict, bickering, argument, tension, perplexity or preoccupation about the self 
or the family or status. 

The portion of the signature that is reduced, crossed out or illegible shows the writer's hostility to that 
portion of the name. 

Some examples and interpretations: 
contracted first name - unhappiness within self, personal suffering, lack of ease within self. 
exaggerated first name - narcissism, all pervading love of and preoccupation with self. 
surname lower - family /spouse a burden. 
exaggerated surname - family /spouse/status seem more important than self. 

When forename or initials are connected with the surname the writer sees himself equally defined 
both parts of his name and probably likes to be addresses by the full name. 

Corrections to the signature always show some deep personal dissatisfaction. 
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SIMPLE OR ELABORATE Any elaboration or simplification lias special significance when seen in the 
signature. They may date back to youth (relate to dreams of that time). 

Elaborations may appear as elaborated forms, exaggerated height or width with the following 
meanings: (Elaborations in this sense are more than pleasing enrichment of form, height, etc.) 

Forms: + insecure and puts up front of confidence, to impress 
+makes unreasonable demands; habitually exaggerates; boasts 
+the more writer feels a negative reaction to his behavior, the more pushes for 

effect 
+ unreliable and may be distrustful; has lots of alibis 

Height + pretentiousness, vanity & self aggrandizement; wants to overshadow others 
+ wants to be considered exceptional but often can't achieve modest goals 
+brags a lot 
+ loses composure quickly when criticized 

Width + arrogant, obtrusive and impertinent 
+needs lots of personal space; makes demands on other's time 
+seeks large field of activity; unable to judge problems realistically and/or 

is inclined to overlook them 
+ will not admit failure 
+ content with illusions of success 

The 1st Jetter of the signature shows us the writer's front, the way he looks at us and wants to be 
looked at, his intentions and also his pretensions. The last letter betrays the decision the writer has 
arrived at, his final standpoint, the result of his labor. 

Period at the end of the signature - "The buck stops here!• After me there is no more. Writer wiH hz..e 
the final word. A sign of distrust, guardedness. May be a •correct9 person Oook for supporting 
evidence). 

Lasso-like final loop (or lasso under name) feels persecuted, wants to protect self. Will lasso in 
unsuspecting victims, either through charm or trickery. Often in writing of pickpockets. 

Complicated rolled initial or end stroke - conceit and vanity, basically insignificant person with 
exaggerated sense of self importance. Premeditated and calculating in thinking and action. Tries to 
manipulate people and situations to own advantage. Sly and amning in interpersonal relationships. 
Exaggerated self protective tendencies. 

Initials with vety broad base (esp L & B and when pulled below base line) conceited, elevates self. 
Misleads others about competence and starts to believe it himself. Presumptuous and impertinent. 

Initial and final strokes cross bt!low /illf! - extremely dangerous, may be suicidal. 
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Unnecessary X - self destructive tendency. May relate to part of name in which it occurs. Serious ego 
loss. Death of loved one, defeat or grave illness. 

Caps reach into lower zone - intellectual interest in the unconscious, typical of poets, authors, 
painters, musicians, great psychologists. 

Very unusual large caps - projections of inner fantasy life. Repressed wishes. Desire to appear unique, 
probably dress with unique style. 

Circling - all or part - desire to hide, self interest, excessive secretiveness. Creates magical circle 
around self to prevent scrutiny. Often covert hostility leads to this defense. May sense own ill will and 
project it onto others, which may tum writer into an attacker out of fear. In strong signature may be 
more positive reasons for wanting to hide. 

PRESSURE Obvious interpretation. Note pressure compared to text. Also any difference in pressure 
between first and last names. 

UNDERSCORED (Qverscore. etc.) Normal underlining - strong will; healthy self confidence; finds it 
difficult to delegate. With a LFL signature -wishes to appear more assured than writer feels. 

Many underlinings - frustrated will; lacks feeling of public self worth. When combined with 
ostentatious signature - overbearing, obtrusive and egocentric. 

Pedestal underlinings - showmanship; writer thinks he belongs on public pedestal; if too far below 
name, takes public image with a pinch of salt - can use it or ignore it. 

Wavy line under name - coquetry, humor, lively fun. 

Underlined with lightning-like stroke- hardness, ruthlessness, vindictive instincts, temper, force, 
ambition, overbearing, rarely dull. 

Bernard believes that movement of an underscoring stroke in the signature is free and personal. It 
does not follow any rules. It comes from the region where the unconscious reigns. 

Overscore -(Usually negative) defensiveness, self doubt, pretense, need to protect, limits expansion 
upward. When cover stroke is dose to mz, it implies despotic dominance and tyrannical authority, 
especially when upset. 

Over and underscore - cannon barrel, will explode with force, go getter, likes to follow set path of 
action - on rails (look for supporting evidence). Egocentric, mistrust and selfishness, caution, reserve. 

Underscore from first letter of name - (often in aristocracy) conceit, self admiration. 
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Underscore from last letter of name - self protective, trying to shield self against outside forces that 
cause fear and anxiety. 

Underscore with two vertical lines - business ability (similar to dollar or cent sign). 

Very eccentric underscore - personality equally eccentric. 

PAGE PLACEMENT (in relation to text) Only important in hanclwritten letters or notes. 
Be sure to verify interpretation with other indicators in signature and text. 

Signature on right side of page - extroversion, easy communication with others, activity, initiative, 
optimism. May be just placing it where writer was taught. 

Signature in middle of page - inhibited, hesitant, possibly shy and withdrawn. 

Signature on left side of page - (Unless writer obviously using block style). Withdrawn, discouraged 
and depressed. Self confidence is punctured. Tends towards melancholia, isolation. 

USE OF INITIALS for given name - writer shelters self behind surname. May feel that life goes more 
smoothly without bringing personal relationships into it. Or perhaps, just doesn't like her/his name! 
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PROFILE SUMMARY 

___ FORM LEVEL __ Arrangement 

__ SELF IMAGE 

-- PPI 
_MZH 
__ MZW 
_uzD 
__ Caps 
_Signature 
__ Rhythm 
__ Specific letters 

___ INTELLECT 
__ Streamlined thinking 
_Logical 
__ Analytical 
__ Originality /creativity 
__ Common sense 
__ Awareness 
__ Organization 

__ SOCIAL SKILLS 
__ Right trend 
__ Garlands 
__ Thread 
__ Connectedness 
__ Flexibility 
__ Finals 

___ DRIVES /VITALITY 
__ Speed 
__ Horizontal expansion 
__ Right slant 
_ Wide left margin 
__ Pressure 
__ Pastosity 
__ LZL 
__ LZ elaboration/LZ fullness 

___ HONESTY /INTEGRITY 

__ SELF DEFEATING TRAITS/IMMATURITY 
_Temper 
_ Self centered 
__ Apathetic 

_Stubborn 
_Self pity 
__ Indecisive 

' 
__ Form __ Movement 

_DEFENSES 
__ Arcades 
__ Angles 
__ Hooks 
_ Retracings 
__ CB Conformity 

___ EMOTIONAL MAKEUP 
__ Responsiveness 
_ Spontaneity 

.. 
__ Warmth/empathy 
__ Self control/reliability 
__ Self knowledge 
_Independence 
__ Relaxation/flexibility 

___ INHIBITIONS 
__ Left trend 
_Tension 
__ Rigidity 
__ Finals 

__ CONTROLS 
__ Sharpness 
_Word space 
__ Alignment 
__ Consistency 
__ Organization 
_Will power /perseverance 

__ DISHONESTY 

__ Critical 
_Defensive 
__ Domineering 

__ Aggressive 
_ Possessive 

• 
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;_ 
PROFILE SUMMARY - SCORING EXAMPLE v "WL. 111 Z-

LEVEL 

£. SELF IMAGE 
_a PPI 

a. Arrangement {( trJ 

l.MZW 
±uzD 

'Ir . 

6. Arcades 
9-Angles 

a/( ±Hooks 
-1... Retracings 
"2.,. CB Conformity 

-
. 

_Specific letters n.c; t= .y 
,3... Streamlined thinking '.tJ.- -1::.f Responsiveness 

/I. ,. [hJJll .i. Spontaneity 
I( J_ Warmth/empathy 

..;t Originality /creativity Self control/reliability 
!_ Common sense 6. Self knowledge 
3- Awareness Independence 
ct.. Organization 2l Relaxation/flexibility 

.3 SOCIAL SKILLS 
4_ Right trend 
J_ Garlands 
J_ Thread 
-4 Connectedness 
4'.. Flexibility 

Finals 

DRIVES /VIT AUTY 
peed 

..3 Horizontal expansion 
.J:j-Right slant 

left aZ 
.3_ Pressure 
4_ Pastosity 
4LZL 
.3_ LZ elaboration/LZ fullness 

_g_ HONESTY /INTEGRITY 

3._ SELF DEFEATING TRAITS/IMMATURITY 
4 Temper 

..J £ Self centered .:: Self pity 
_J_ Apathetic .3. Indecisive 

_.a_ INHIBITIONS 
Left trend 

i. Tension 
-:i_ Rigidity 

CONTROLS 
.3. Sharpness 
4__ Word space 
.t Alignment 
L Consistency 

..<-- Organization 
1:.. Will power/perseverance 

z_ DISHONESTY 

3 Critical 

Domineering 

4..Aggressive 
i?. Possessive 
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SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE 

+ Prioritize characteristics -
major, minor, supporting, etc 
Use whatever marking system works for you. A hilighter, a red pen, asterisks, etc. Mark 
up your profile summary sheet so you can see at a glance which traits you want to 
emphasize. It might be a good idea to begin with the strongest category rather than 
always beginning with self image. 

+ Cluster characteristics in categories - self image with corresponding defenses, intellect, 
emotional makeup, etc. If you have transferred your scores from your worksheets to the 
profile summary sheet, you already have them grouped in categories. 

+ Deal with contradictions - For example, if you say somewhere that the writer is very 
people oriented and in another place thats/he prefers spending most of his/her time 
alone, the reader may take that as a contradiction. It is important for you to figure out 
how this might manifest in the writers behavior and comment on it. 

+ Check for omissions - be sure you have not somehow missed a major trait. A fresh 
look at the writing on a new day, may reveal something that escaped you at initial 
inspection. 

+ Write! - It is not necessary to comment on every single trait in a particular category. 
That would be tedious and uninteresting reading. {And take a very long time to write!) 

Just hit the traits that are strong in the writing. Perhaps, a comment about a particular 
trait that is totally missing would be appropriate now and then. For example, "No one 
could ever accuse you of being overly talkative,• if the writer is particularly 
circumspect. 
More information on writing the report is on the next page. 
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GETTING READY TO WRITE 

1 . Have the following before you: 
writing sample 
a scored profile summary sheet (with 5 or 6 major characteristics highlighted) 
(any major conflicts noted) 

2. Have handy: 
work sheets for each section 
interpretation summary sheets 

3. Before you actually begin writing, be sure you have done some supplemental reading on 
major characteristics - at least the one or two that are the strongest. 

AS YOU WRITE 

1. Use short sentences for greater clarity. 

2. Remember the sensitivity level of your reader. 

3. Also his/her education level. 

4. Make reference to writer's career/job/interests in your examples 
to make the report more personal. 

S. Be sure you address any specific questions the writer asked when 
requesting the analysis. 

6. DON'T RAMBLE. DON'T USE GRAPHOLOGICAL TERMS. 

WHEN YOU FINISH 

1. Read what you have written as though you were the recipient. 
2. Reading it out loud may help you catch any awkward phrasing. 

•our role is to enlighten those who come to us, and not to dishearten them.• Teillard • 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS 

BASED ON SCORES FROM PROFILE SUMMARY SHEET 

p32 OF THIS MONOGRAPH 
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Analysis of the writing of 
2004 

from a sample written in early October, 

The first thing that your writi-ng tells me is that your emotions are in a state of unrest 

and upheaval. It is difficult for you to remain on an even keel these days. Since a 

handwriting is a snapshot of your personality at the time' of the writing, I do not know 

if this is a temporary condition or if this is pretty much your constant state of being. 

Only you can tell that. But right now you are experiencing emotional mood swings 

which make it difficult for you to function in a consistent way. This must be very 

difficult and it may be the reason for the strong depression that is evident in your 

writing. Try as you might, you keep being pulled down by your overwhelming sense of 

'What's the use?" Fears, anxieties, and negative reactions to circumstances are 

preventing you from enjoying life. I hope you are getting some help for your 

depression. 

Your writing reveals many positive traits, on which I will comment. However, because 

of your emotional state, you are probably not able to utilize these qualities to their 

fullest. They are a part of who you are and how you function when you are more stable 

emotionally. 

Your self image, which is a combination of your self concept and self display, is good. 

Normally you have the courage to go after what you feel you need or want. You also 

exhibit a good sense of showmanship. That is not to say you are a show off. You 

don't mind being in the limelight on occasion and can meet and greet the public with 

confidence. Because of your current state of emotional unrest, these qualities may be 

suffering in their expression. 
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The defenses a person has developed to protect his ego are also evident in one's 

writing. One defense which you use is critical, analytical thinking. While this is 

normally a good mental trait, it can be used as a defense if you feel you are being 

attacked. This quality can assume the role of attacking the other in response to 

perceived attacks on the self. 

Another ego defense I see in your writing is a tenacity or grasping quality. This can act 

to defend the self against failure and humiliation by clinging to past glories. It can 

also make you overly concerned for what others think. You probably relish security 

and may fear change as a result. 

Escaping into the abstract is another defense you employ. When things in the day-to-

day world are not to your liking, your first reaction is to escape into the world of 

fantasy. You are able to get many of your ego needs met in the mental, spiritual, 

abstract area of your life. You enjoy living in your head. 

The area of intellect is a very strong area for you. You have an excellent and versatile 

mind. Whatever thought process is required in a given situation, you are able to pull it 

forth from your reservoir of mental skills to meet the demand of the moment. You are 

able to sift and evaluate information to see beyond the obvious. You know which 

questions to ask to get at the required answers. On the other hand, if careful, 

methodical thinking is required, you can do that as well. You are able to build one fact 

on another to arrive at appropriate conclusions. Right now you probably are having 

difficulty organizing your thoughts but that quality is present in your writing. This 

means, when you are functioning at full capacity, you have the ability to plan, use 

resources and carry through with action. Because of your ability to focus on details, 

you probably have a better than average memory. 

One other intellectual quality that is evident is streamlined thinking - the ability to cut 

to the chase - eliminate non-essentials to function without frills. In other words, you 
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grasp quickly a given situation. When your emotional equilibrium is restored you can 

be a formidable presence at any planning meeting or think tank process. 

When graphologists speak of social skills we are talking about the writers ability to 

relate to society at large and individuals in particular. These skills are a measure of 

one's ability to reach out to others in genuineness and acceptance. I would say that 

your need and ability to relate to others is quite strong. You are definitely a people 

person, as they say. You are interested in others and want them to be interested in 

you. Your communication is almost always honest and frank. Normally you do not feel 

the need to be cautions or misleading in your conversation with others. Because of 

your current unrest, you are probably inconsistent in your interactions with others 

right now. 

The strong inner desire to reach out to others in friendship is very much a part of your 

makeup. In these relationships you can display diplomacy and tact and are quick to 

read other's reactions to you. You may have a tendency to rely too much on what 

others think of you and not enough on yourself for validation. 

There are no strong indications of social isolation or introversion in your writing. We 

all have some aspects of these qualities from time to time but there is no evidence in 

your writing at this time of a problem in this area. That is not to say that you do not 

need or enjoy some "alone time" to sort things out. But when the sorting out is 

finished you are ready to enter the foray again. Your current state of depression may 

cause you to shun personal interactions right now, but I do not believe this is a normal 

condition for you. On the contrary, you have a strong emotional engine which is 

recharged by interaction with others. You have been known to "wear your heart on 

your sleeve" and others do not usually have to guess at your reaction to a given 

situation. Your response is quick and genuine and often shows in your face. Others 
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enjoy having you for a friend because they know where you stand. You are 

comfortable to be with. 

Drives and vitality, as shown in the writing, are a measure of mostly unconscious needs 

and drives which act as motivators for behavior. It is evident that you are eager to 

move ahead, get on with life. Normally, you do not let much grass grow under your 

feet. Given your current depressed state, this quality is probably struggling for 

expression. Your need for interaction with others also serves as a motivator in this 

area. A strong determination is evident in your writing. 

You definitely have staying power. Once you commit to a job or relationship you will 

do everything in your power to fulfill that commitment. Right now, it looks like you are 

feeling the need to draw back or retreat from some involvement. One of your 

strongest controls on your drives is your strong will power. Setting high goals and 

working toward their achievement is part of your makeup. Right now it looks like you 

are struggling to believe in yourself and that ability. Are others failing to recognize 

your contribution potential so you feel the need for self praise? There is evidence that 

this might well be the case. At a better time in your life I feel certain that you were 

able to set goals and achieve them, for that is what your handwriting says of you. And 

there is normally quite a bit of enthusiasm for achieving those goals. Irritation and 

temper are no strangers to your life. These may well be directed against self as much 

as others. 

In conclusion, your writing is strong evidence of a very intelligent, capable person who 

is in the throes of depression and emotional upheaval at this time. If you are not 

already doing so, I would highly recommend that you seek help to get yourself back on 

target again. There are so many fine traits in your personality that are probably being 

submerged, maybe even drowned, by your current state of mind and emotion. 
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' If you have any questions about this analysis, I would be happy to discuss my findings 

with you after you have had a chance to digest what I have uncovered. 
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